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Inspection Summary:
Inspection During July 1980 (Report No. 50-445/80-16, 50-446/80-16)

,

Areas Inspected: Routine, announced inspection by the Resident Reactor Inspec-
,

tor (RRI) including general site tours; safety-related piping installation and
welding; electrical cable installation; protection of major components; and
follow up on allegations received. The inspection involved eighty-nine inspec-

! tor-hours by one NRC inspector.
Results: No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Principal Licnesee Employees

*J. B. George, TUSI, Project General Manager
*J. T. Merritt, TUSI, Construction and Engineering Manger
*D. N. Chapman, TUGCO, Quality Assurance Manager
*R. G. Tolson, TUGCO, Site Quality Assurance Supervisor

Other Persons

F. W. Gettler, Gibbs & Hill, Vice-President for Power Engineering
E. Horowitz, Gibbs & Hill, Assistant Chief Mechanical Engineer
R. L. Moller, Westinghouse, Site Manager

The RRI also interviewed other licensee and Brown & Root employees during
the inspection period including both craft labor and QA/QC personnel.

* Denotes those persons with whom the RRI held on-site management meetings .

during the inspection period.

2. Site Tours

The RRI toured the safety-related plant areas several times weekly during
the inspection period to observe the general progress of construction and
the practices involved. Eight of the tours were accomplished during por-
tions of the second shift where the main construction activity involves
the installation of electrical cables and the application of protective
coatings.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.
.

3. Electrical Installation Activities
.

The RRI made a number of observations of electrical cable pulling opera-
i

tions during the inspection period. The RRI observed the activities of
each of the seven cable pulling crews one or more times in order to
ascertain whether they were working within the parameters of the site
installation procedures and good practices. The RRI also observed the
activities of the QA/QC personnel assigned to monitor the pulling
activities to evaluate their knowledge of requirements and their dili-
gence in assuring conformance. The RRI also reviewed the qualification
and training files of several randomly selected QA/QC personnel assigned
to various electrical installation activities for conformance to the gui-
dance provided by Regulatory Guide 1.58 and ANSI N45.2.6, both of which are
titled " Qualification of Nuclear Power Plant Inspection, Examination, and
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Testing Personnel." The RRI examined randomly selected segments of installed
cable tray for freedom from burrs and other sharp surfaces, identification,
and freedom from undesirable debris.

t

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

4. Protection of Major Installed Equipment

| The RRI observed, during the general plant tours, that the Reactor Pressure
Vessels in Unit No. I and 2 were covered and protected in the manner recom-i

mended by the supplier. The Unit 1 Reactor support structure (internals)
remain in their enclosures within the Reactor Containment-Building while
those for Unit 2 remain in protective outdoor enclosures. The RRI observed
that pump electric prime movers and motors for safety-related valves have
protective space heaters powered by temporary wiring or by permanent wiring

; as evidenced by a hand warm condition. The main control room and the Hot
; Shutdown Panel are adequately air conditioned to limit the temperature rise
4 due to the recent extremely hot weather from adversely affecting the rela-

tively delicate electronic solid state devices and instruments. Other
electrical components such as switchgear and motor control centers which

; need protection from excess humidity until permanently energized are heated
1 above ambient by means of electric lights within the enclosure in accordance .

with the supplier recommendations and normal industry practice.
i

.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

5. Special Inspection Relative to Allegations Received

j The RRI performed a special inspection relative to a series of three
allegations received via another NRC inspector assigned at another nucleari

power station from an employee of that station who was a former employee'
of the general contractor at CPSES, Brown & Root. The alk ger will here-
af ter be referred to as Individual A for purposes of identification. The
allegations as received by the RRI were:

.i,

Anchor bolts used in the concrete walls of the safety-related build- !
a.

ings were pulling out under load. No specific location was given. i

b. There are numerous concrete voids in the building walls that can be
located by sounding the walls with a hammer and listening for a hollow
sound.

c. The Safeguards I panel on the 790' level has loose bus bars and
ground wire connections. He had told his supervisor of the problem,
but was told to forget the matter.

The RRI reviewed the Brown & Root maintained personnel record jacket
relative to Individual A and interviewed his former General Foreman rela--
tive to Individual A's activities while employed at CPSES. The following
facts were gleaned from the records and the interview:
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a. Individual A was employed by Brown & Root at CPSES as an electrician
for a period of five weeks early in 1980. The records indicate
Individual A was terminated due to insubordination.

b. The interview with the General Foreman indicated that Individual A
had worked most, if not all, of his period of employment on the task
of installing grounding cable on cable trays with run-offs to equip-
ment such as Safeguards Panels. The task was predominately performed
on the 790' elevation area of the Unit 1 Safeguards Building. The

i General Foreman stated that Individual A had been a good reliable
worker. The General Foreman also stated that he had terminated
Individual A for insubordination after a Brown & Root Personnel Safety
Inspector had found Individual A on a high scaffold without his safety
belt in violation of published site safety standards. When admonished
by the Safety Inspector, Individual A gave the Safety Inspector a "hard
time". The Safety Inspector then contacted Individual A's Fore-
man who was also given a "hard time" by Individual A. The foreman
asked the General Foreman to terminate Individual A for failure to

ifollow the site safety rules even when ordered to do so; i.e., I

insubordination. I

|
The RRI's inspection relative to each of the allegations revealed the -

following facts and conclusions:

A11egatian_a

It is true that the anchor bolts in use at CPSES will on occasion pull out
when loaded which is the exact purpose of loading eaca bolt to a prescribed
value, i.e., will the bolt pull out under load. This situation comes
about because of the design of the bolt wherein a hole of a prescribed
drill bit size is drilled into the concrete, the bolt with its pre-assembled
wedges is driven in and then pulled back to set the wedges. On occasion,
for one of the several reasons such as not holding the drill steady, the |hole in the concrete actually is larger than the drill bit size. When '

this happens, the bolt may not develop full wedging action and will pull out -

at some force less than required depending oa' just how much the hole
;

is oversized. The RRI could find no evidence that the anchor bolts are '

pulling out after the bolt has achieved its full load as indicated by
being torqued to a specified value. When a bolt does pull out because
of hole oversizing, the condition can be relatively easily corrected by
installation of the next larger size bolt.

The allegation has no technical merit.

Allegation b

The RRI identified two locations where a hollow sound could be obtained by
tapping a wall with a hammer. The condition was identified to the licensee,
who found several more in the same general vicinity, all in the walls of the
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Safeguards Building I on the 790' elevation. Each of the five areas ranged
from about I to 2 square feet. Each area was marked out and excavated down
to the reinforcing steel or about two inches. No voids or other faulty
condition was found in this stage of the investigation. The licensee then
proceeued to excavate behind the reinforcing steel such that the excavations

jcould be repaired in a sound manner. During several of the excavation,
|efforts, the RRI was present and observed nothing of an unusual nature. j

The RRI also queried the craft personnel doing the work about what might
|have occurred when the RRI was not present and was informed that all of

the excavations revealed nothing except sound concrete. The RRI again
tapped the concrete af ter it was excavated to a depth of about four inches

iand determined that in each instance the hollow sound was no longer present. j
The RRI can offer no explanation as to why the hollow sound exists in |
some localized areas but can assert that the sound is not indicative of
actual hollowness or otherwise inferior concrete based on the observations
and examinatiors described above.

The allegation appears to have been based on an inference that a hollow
sound indicates a hollow wall which has been shown to be an incorrect
inference. The allegation is thus without merit.

1
Allegation c

.|

The RRI has inspected the Safeguards Fanel referenced in the allegation,
i.e. , Motor Control Center IEB3-1, and found that the power bus and ground
bus connections were tight as of the time of inspection. It appears that
the allegation might have been representative of the panel's condition
early in 1980 when the alleger was employed at CPSES. The panel in ques-
tion, however, has been partially turned over to the licensee's test and
startup organization for initial energization. The test and startup
procedures provide that each power and ground bus bar connection be veri-
fied to be tight prior to initial energizing of a panel. Based upon an
interview of the cognizant test engineer and upon personal observation
by the RRI, all bus connections were tight prior to initial power
application to the panel, The purpose of grounding the bus is to assure
the safety of operations and maintenance personnel in the event that a power
connection were to become inadvertently grounded. Any loose power bus
connections would be revealed during startup testing of the various devices
powered from the Motor Control Center either by the device being non-opera-
tive or by arcing in the loose connection.

The allegation has no technical merit as of this time.

6. Pipe Hangers and Supports

The RRI continued the inspection of the Class 2 and 3 pipe hangers and
supports initiated in June 1980 (see Inspection Report No. 50-445/80-13;
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50-446/80-13) with particular interest being directed toward a design
,

{configuration of several supports that were not typical of that experienced
during the inspection of other major piping installations. This configur-,

ation is one wherein the pipe is supported on an essentially line contact
|

,

basis by a simple steel member such as a box beam or a "w" beam rather
than by a shoe or clamp which would have the effect of spreading the load
over a larger area. Review of ASME, Section III Code, Subsection NB, NC
and ND for Class 1, 2 and 3 systems respectively, and Subsection NF for
supports, failed to reveal any utilTitive requirements although Subsection
NF seemed to imply that such shoes or clamps should be utilized. The RRI
contacted knowledgeable NRC personnel in the areas of stress analysis,
fracture mechanics and pipe support design for technical advice on the
subject.

The RRI was advised that the design configuration observed had become a I

relatively common feature in designing supports for piping systems whichr

must be seismically sound. The line contact induced stresses would be
reduced by a slight and unharmful deformation of the pipe and the support
elements to a point well within the strength characteristics of each
element.

The RRI had no further concern in this area. .f
.L

7. Safety-Related Piping System Installation
|
4

The RRI made several observations of the handling practices relative to !
stainless steel safety-related piping, particularily in regard to that

| involving the Reactor Coolant piping in Unit 2 which was being adjusted'

for fit-up preparatory to welding to the Reactor Pressure Vessel and 1

Reactor Coolant Pump in No. 3 loop. The actions observed were consistunt
with applicable site procedures and those of good industry practice.

I

1

On or about May 30, 1980, the RRI was informed by the licensee that per-
sonnel representing the fabricator of the Unit 2 Reactor Pressure Vessel
were on the site to conduct a special examination of the outlet nozzle
safe-ends. The licensee stated that the fabricator had discovered that
a comparable vessel still in the fabrication shop did not conform to the
fabrication design drawing requirements in that the safe-end thickness on
the outside diameter was less than specified. The reduced thickness was
postulated to potentially cause cracking in the factory accomplished
Inconel weld of tha safe-end to the primary nozzle during the subsequent,

field weld of the safe-end to the Reactor Coolant pipe, particularily if
the field weld stainless steel were to overlap onto the Inconel weld.

1 It was ascertained that one of the four outlet nozzles was substantially
thinner than specified but not so thin that any special welding technique
would be required. The vessel fabricator and the supplier (Westinghouse)
further established to the satisfaction of the licensee and the NRC that
any cracking of the Inconel weld which might occur would be readily<

detectable during the normally conducted pre-service baseline inspection

f
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by means of liqutd penetrant examination. Westinghouse was also able to
establish that even if the Inconel weld did crack, the resulting crack
would be such that the welded connection would not fail under eicher
operating or seismic loading conditions or both in combination. The RRI,

has reviewed the licensee's file on this matter and has had discussions
of the matter with cognizant NRC personnel and has no question on the
correctness of the licensee's decision that the matter was not formally
reportable in accordance with 10 CFR 50.55(e) as indicated in the licensee's
letter dated June 26, 1980.

The RRI observed welder BBN during a portion of the welding of joints FW-5
and FW-6 as identified on Isometric drawing WP-1-RB-05 representing line
No. 2-RC-1-035-2501R1 in the Reactor Coolant primary pressure boundry.
The welder was verified to be welding within the parameters of welding
procedure No. 88021 using weld wire heat No. 746100. The RRI reviewed
Weld Data Card and Weld Filler Metal Log in the possession of the welder
and verified that assurate data had been recorded. The RRI subsequently
verified that the welder, weld procedure and weld filler metal had each
been properly qualified and certified in accordance with applicable
portions of the ASME Code.

,

|

The RRI examined the following radiographs for completed safety Class 1 .

and 2 welds as denoted by the last number in the designation. The radio-
graphs indicated that the welds conform to the requirements of ASME,
Section III for the applicable class. The radiographs themselves met the
requirements for radiograph quality as required by ASME Section V.

Weld Isometric Line

W-13 & 31 BRP-RC-1-RB-15 6-RC-1-198-2501R1

FW-4 BRP-SI-1-RB-54 6-SI-1-328-2501R1
:

FW-2 BRP-SI-1-RB-54 6-SI-1-327-2501R1 l

FW-6 BRP-SL-1RB-40 10-SI-1-021-250kR1
'

FW-14 BRP-SI-IRB-037 10-SI-1-021-2501R1

FW-2 BRP-CS-2-AB-079 4-CS-2-55-151R2
'W-16 BRP-CS-1-RB-01 2-CS-1-107-2501R1

W-2 BRP-CS-2-RB-037A 2-CS-2-103-2501R1

W-14 BRP-CS-2-RB-22 3-CS-2-079-2501R1

W-2 & 3 BRP-RC-2-RB-044 6-RC-2-029-2501R1

I
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FW-7 BRP-CS-1-RB-028 2-CS-1-112-2501R1

W-9 BRP-SI-2-RB-52 6-SI-2-172-2501R1

W-7A BRP-SI-1-RB-16 6-SI-1-101-2501R1

W-12 BRP-CS-2-RB-013 2-CS-2-107-2501R1

FW-1 BRP-RC-1-RB-020 4-RC-1-075-2501R1

FW-11 BRP-RC-1-RB-08 2-RC-1-053-2501R1

The RRI verified that piping lines 12-SI-1-031-151R2, 8-SI-1-323-151R2
and 8-SI-1-324-151R2 as shown on flow diagram 2323-M1-0261 have been
installed as required. In conjunction with this verification, the RRI
also examined the piping runs of lines 8-CS-1-567-151R2, 8-CS-1-063-151R2
and valves 1-LCV-112D, 1-LCV-112E and 1-8546 as shown on piping flow jdiagram 2323-M1-0255.

)

The RRI examined the training and qualification records of six of the
QA/QC personnel assigned to the inspection of piping system fabrication,
installation and examination. The personnel were randomly selected by .,

the RRI and represent approximately 17% of the QA/QC force assigned to |

the activity. The training and qualification requirements were based on
SNT-TC-1A as required by the ASME, Section III Code and supplemented by the
Guidance of ANSI N45.2.6. The records indicated an educational / experience
level and training background that meet these requirements.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

8. Management Interviews

The RRI met with one or more of the persons identified in paragraph 1 on
July 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16, 21, 25 and 29, 1980, to discuss inspection
findings and the licensee's actions and positions. .
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